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Free Essay: Road Rage in the United States: Causes, Effects, and Solutions Thesis Essay on Road Rage Road rage is
a major problem in the United States, anger causes stress, fear, and accidents to our roadways everyday. 8 Conclusion
8 References 9 Introduction Throughout everyday life, American's suffer a.

Sixth, theories about its causes abound, proposing an extremely broad range of probabilities. Some
professionals also agree upon this issue and majority of people who are related to students and professionals
also agree that Road Rage is a very important issue. Fourteen U. In Mississauga, Canada a driver of a van was
run over by a pickup truck during the truck driver's fit of road rage Toronto Star, 17 June,  And finally we
have completed our project. Incidents of screaming, rude gestures, and sometimes even violence are reported
frequently on our roadways to the point where it has earned its own name: road rage. Loud music The element
of Road Rage is loud music during our survey under it is found that the driver who is under the age group of
above 20 and below 26 are like to play music loudly. From Congressional hearings, to law enforcement
tactics, to legislative initiatives, to federally-funded research programs, to therapeutic strategies, to educational
programs, to enhanced media attention, to books, to electronic display panels, and so forth, stakeholders in
varied roles are contemplating how to address the phenomenon. Do You Cause Road Rage? Stage 2:
Distortion In this stage of the conflict, a psychological response to the threat involves a distortion of reality in
order to preserve a sense of identity. Question No 04 Have you ever been victim of Road Rage About 31
people said that they once become a victim of Road Rage, 29 people said usually, 19 people said that rarely
and 24 people said that they never become a victim of such type of situation. This one subject has a nation
divided on a very serious topic that saves and takes lives. Road Rage Statistics The following statistics
compiled from the NHTSA and the Auto Vantage auto club show that aggressive driving and road rage are
causing serious problems on our roads. So in order to avoid any conflict you should be very careful about your
behaviors with others. Stage 4: Collusion In this final stage the Drivers give the conflict itself prominence over
anything else. In Denver, Colorado a 51 year-old man used a. There are many different ways we can educate
and help stop road rage occurrences. In fact, Burton suggests that an individual's pursuit of the fulfillment of
identity needs could lead him to act out in defensive and aggressive ways that are "outside the legal norms of
society" p. Males under the age of 19 are the most likely to exhibit road rage. This suggests that, "Aggressive
driving and road rage are blurred terms and difficult to distinguish," writes Patrick Bedard of Car and Driver 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration defines road rage as when "The operation of a motor vehicle
in a manner that endangers or is likely to endanger persons or property. Leon James, a Professor of
Psychology at the University of Hawaii and renowned expert on the topic of road rage, stated that his research
"confirmed that, to some degree, nearly every driver has feelings of rage and thoughts of retaliation" p. This
will only cause the situation to escalate. The cities with the most courteous drivers least road rage are
Minneapolis , Nashville , St. Ambriz History 12A Abstract Starting in the s, the rising rate of imprisonment
came to be known as Mass Incarceration. Or, picture this. Causes of Road Rage There are many driving acts
which causes road rage like heavy traffic, over speeding, sudden braking, loud music, slow driving,
unnecessary flashing headlight, unnecessary use of horn, changing lanes too quickly without using blinkers
indicators , showing unnecessary aggressive gestures to the drivers, being in stress, being in hurry, and many
other acts which causes road rage. The mother-to-be lost control of her car in a violent accident in which her
unborn child was killed Newsweek, 02 June  The fact that the phenomenon of road rage has received more
attention in the past 10 years much due to the efforts of media than it did in the previous decade could be
evidence of not only its increase but also its increasing volatility. Table of Contents Title of Project
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the unnecessary situation appears on a particular route. If anyone have this situation the driver unable to focus
on the road and the resulted in Road Rage. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration defines road
rage as when a driver "commits moving traffic offenses so as to endanger other persons or property; an assault
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with a motor vehicle or other dangerous weapon by the operator or passenger of one motor vehicle on the
operator or passengers of another motor vehicle". In Canada, the Ontario police define road rage as "random
acts of violence or aggressive behavior carried out by frustrated or over-stressed drivers" The Toronto Star, 10
June,  Conclusion In conclusion of our survey that is based on questionnaire it has been proved that aggressive
driving and being in hurry under the age of 20 and above is the main reason of Road Rage that have strongly
effect every people of our society so we have to avoid all the causes of Road Rage that have been mentioned
above so we can prevent from any sort of endangered accident. Fifth, there are, by some standards, insufficient
quantifiable data documenting its existence. This conclusion was drawn from surveys of some 9, adults in the
United States between and  Remind yourself that the other driver is just bad at handling stress, avoid eye
contact and continue to practice safe driving habits. Rathbone and Huckabee point out that, " road rage and
aggressive driving are not synonymous. Only the number of bumper stickers, not their content, predicted road
rage. Section 4 also prohibits threatening, abusive or insulting words or behaviour with intent to cause a victim
to believe that violence will be used against himself or another. Picture this. Some solutions would be to
educate school students when they get their licenses. This incident was preceded by an angry motorist who
killed a young girl and dumped her body in a drain and a young man on a scooter who "thrashed" a couple
also riding a scooter because he was enraged that they stopped at a yellow caution light instead of proceeding
through it India Today, 15 May  The surveys were funded by the National Institute of Mental Health.


